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BOOK REVIEW 
THE MARCH 4, 1977 EARTHQUAKE IN ROMANIA, by Stefan Balan, Valerm Cmstescu, Ion Cornea, 
Coordinators, Ed,turia Academiei Repubhcu Sociahste Romania, Bucaresti, 1982, 516 pp. 
This book gives a good description of the earthquake with 136 pages on geology and seismology, and 
380 pages on earthquake ngineering The text is in the Romaman language but there are many 
photographs and diagrams whose meanings are easily deciphered. There is no information on price or 
how to order 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
PROCEEDINGS AVAILABLE 
4TH CANADIAN CONFERENCE ON EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING 
Proceedings ofthe 4th Canadian Conference on Earthquake Engineering, which 
was held in Vancouver, B.C. in June 1983, are now available at a cost of $40 Cnd., 
including mailing and handling charges. 
The Proceedings consist of 67 technical papers and contain 629 pages in a 21 cm 
× 13.5 cm soft cover format. Topics dealt with include: codes and design philosophy; 
component testing and design; analysis of dams; piping and attachments to struc- 
tures; analytical studies of structural response; liquefaction of soils; observed and 
experimental studies of response; buried structures; eismic risk and the design 
earthquake; and bridges and geotechnical aspects. 
Orders should be prepaid by money order or bank draft in the amount of $40 
Cnd. made payable to: 
4th Canadian Conference on Earthquake Engineering 
and mailed to: 
Professor S. Cherry 
Department ofCivil Engineering 
University of British Columbia 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T lW5 
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